We consider one of the simplest and best known buffer management architectures: the shared memory switch with multiple output queues and uniform packets. It was one of the first models studied by competitive analysis, with the Longest Queue Drop (LQD) buffer management policy shown to be at least √ 2-and at most 2-competitive; a general lower bound of 4/3 has been proven for all deterministic online algorithms. Closing the gap between √ 2 and 2 has remained an open problem in competitive analysis for more than a decade, with only marginal success in reducing the upper bound of 2. In this work, we first present a simplified proof for the √ 2 lower bound for LQD and then, using a reduction to the continuous case, improve the general lower bound for all deterministic online algorithms from 4 3 to √ 2. Then, we proceed to improve the lower bound of √ 2 specifically for LQD, showing that LQD is at least 1.44546086-competitive. We are able to prove the bound by presenting an explicit construction of the optimal clairvoyant algorithm which then allows for two different ways to prove lower bounds: by direct computer simulations and by proving lower bounds via linear programming. The linear programming approach yields a lower bound for LQD of 1.4427902 (still larger than √ 2).
Introduction
Buffering architectures define how input and output ports of a network element are connected, and buffer management policies determine how individual packets get processed.
While classical works on buffer management used stochastic models to evaluate the performance of various policies, in modern networking a network edge has to process increasingly diverse and unpredictable incoming traffic, which leads to the need for worst-case guarantees.
Such guarantees can be provided by competitive analysis, an approach originally applied to the analysis of online algorithms in the 1980s [8] but since the early 2000s increasingly used to study buffer management policies. An online algorithm is said to be α-competitive if for any input (any possible incoming sequence of packets) it achieves total value at least α times less than what a clairvoyant offline algorithm could achieve on the same sequence. Competitive analysis allows to obtain worst-case guarantees: an upper bound on competitiveness means that an algorithm does not lose too much on any input sequence. Over the last two decades, lower and upper bounds on the competitiveness of various buffer management policies have been proven in many different settings; for detailed surveys of the field we refer to [12, 14, 31] .
One of the foundational works that introduced competitive analysis into buffer management was the work by Hahne, Kesselman, and Mansour [15] , later extended by Aiello, Kesselman, and Mansour [1] . These works considered one of the simplest nontrivial buffering architectures: a shared memory switch with multiple output queues and uniform (identical) packets. Incoming packets in this model are destined to one of the several output queues, which share a common buffer of finite size B. A buffer management policy for the shared memory switch must decide which queues to push packets out from when the buffer overflows, with the purpose of achieving maximal throughput (equivalently, dropping as few packets as possible).
For the shared memory switch, the works [1, 15] introduced a very natural online algorithm, the Longest Queue Drop (LQD). It pushes packets out of the longest queues, trying to equalize queue sizes and thus keep as many queues as possible transmitting packets at the same time. As for the competitiveness of LQD, the works [1, 15] showed a lower bound of √ 2 and an upper bound of 2. Another interesting result was a general lower bound of 4/3 established for the competitive ratio of any deterministic online algorithm.
Since then, the problem of closing the gap between √ 2 and 2 for LQD, as well as between 4/3 and 2 for all online algorithms, has been one of the key open problems in theoretical analysis of buffer management policies. In particular, it was listed as an important open problem in a SIGACT News survey by Goldwasser [14] . So far the only new result in this specific setting has been provided by Kobayashi, Miyazaki, and Okabe [25] , who improved the upper bound to 2 − + i − 1 , where N is the number of output queues and B is the size of the buffer. This bound tends to 2 as B and N tend to infinity, but it still shows an important point: it has turned out that 2 is not a crucial number for this case, and it can be potentially improved.
In this work, we introduce novel techniques for the analysis of online policies for the shared memory switch with uniform packets and make the next steps towards closing the gap between lower and upper bounds on their competitiveness. Our first result here is an explicit construction for the optimal offline clairvoyant algorithm, and the second is a generalized construction of a set of hard instances that we use in the lower bounds. Using a novel approach to proving lower bounds on competitive ratios through this construction, we present a simplified proof of the lower bound of √ 2 for LQD for a shared memory switch. Moreover, the new simplified proof generalizes well, which allows us to obtain the main result of this work: improve the general lower bound presented in [1] from 4 3 to √ 2. Note that once an efficient construction of the optimal algorithm has been found (ours is actually linear), one can look for hard instances by running computer simulations, comparing online policies such as LQD against the optimal algorithm. To this end, we develop a special form of input instances and find a representation of online algorithms such that the number of processed packets can be found as a solution of a linear programming problem. Moreover, we implement an explicit form of the optimal algorithm and LQD and run computer simulations on the presented hard instances. As a result, we obtain a lower bound on the competitiveness of LQD of 1.44546086 (which is better than previously known √ 2) and a general lower bound of 1.32742316 (worse even than previously known 4 3 and, naturally, the newly proven √ 2) for any deterministic online algorithm based on these simulations. Thus, we are bringing the general lower bound to the former LQD bound of √ 2 and at the same time improving the LQD bound further.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work, and Section 3 formally introduces the model. In Section 4 we present the construction of the optimal offline algorithm LateQD and prove its optimality. Section 5 introduces two important extensions to the model: fractional packets (Section 5.1) and our construction of a family of hard instances (Section 5.2). With the help of these extensions, Section 6 presents a simplified proof of the √ 2 lower bound for LQD. Section 7 presents our main theoretic result: a general lower bound of √ 2 for any deterministic online algorithm. Section 8 shows how to reduce finding the number of processed packets for buffer management algorithms to solving linear programming problems, Section 9 presents the results of our simulation study, and Section 10 concludes the paper.
Related work
In this work, we consider the setting of a shared memory switch that receives identical incoming packets, each destined for one of the N output queues that share a total memory of B. We have already outlined existing competitive analysis results for policies with pushout in Section 1. The case of non-push-out policies, which make admission decisions but then are not allowed to drop already accepted packets, was studied in the work [21] , where a non-constant general lower bound of log N log log N on the competitiveness of any online deterministic algorithm is presented together with a specific algorithm that achieves an upper competitiveness bound of ln N + 2.
Subsequent works considered other buffer management settings, extending either the buffering architecture (different configurations of input and output queues), packet characteristics (making packets non-uniform), or both.
The majority of works on packets with varying characteristics dealt with the values of packets, i.e., the setting where a packet is characterized by a numerical value and the objective is to maximize the total transmitted value. For a single queue, the optimal competitive ratio for non-push-out policies was shown to be ln V , with tightly matching bounds of 1 + ln V and 2 + ln V + O(ln 2 V /B) [3, 33] , where V is the maximal possible value of a packet. With push-out, the PQ policy (Priority Queue) that transmits largest values first and drops smallest values is obviously optimal. An important special case here is when the policy has to preserve FIFO ordering of packets; here, a general lower bound of 1.419 was shown for all online algorithms [22] , with a stronger bound of 1.434 for B = 2 [3, 33] , and the FIFO greedy push-out policy (push out the packet with smallest value) has been shown to be 2-competitive [20] .
Another important characteristic is required processing, when a packet needs from 1 to k time slots at the processor before it can be transmitted. In the single queue case, any greedy non-push-out policy is at least 1 2 (k + 1)-competitive, and for the push-out case PQ is again optimal [17, 30] . With the FIFO requirement, the class of so-called lazy policies has been studied in [28] [29] [30] , including the Lazy PQ policy shown to be 2-competitive and a general upper bound of k + 1 for several processing orders. Variable values and variable required processing have been coming together in recent works [9, 10] . In this case, priority queues are no longer trivially optimal, several different priorities are possible, and the results deal with competitive ratios of different priority queues. Finally, yet another important possible characteristic of a packet is the deadline, or slack, where a packet must be transmitted before a certain predefined time [11] .
As for architectures, another important case is the case of multiple separated queues, where each queue has its own memory, and a policy must choose which input queue to transmit a packet from and set admission policies for input queues. For the case of uniform packets, a buffer with independent queues, where each of N input queues has a separate independent buffer of size B, has been considered in [4] . This is a rare case where the problem has been closed completely: the work [4] presents a deterministic policy with competitive ratio converging to e e−1 ≈ 1.582 for arbitrary B, and a matching lower bound has been proven in [5] . The case of multiple separated queues for packets with variable values has been considered in [5, 16, 26] ; for packets with variable required processing, in [27] , where a 2-competitive policy was introduced for that setting, and in [13] , where each queue is constrained to contain packets with the same processing requirement.
Combined input-output queued (CIOQ) switches have been considered in [6, 19, 23, 24] , with constant competitiveness achieved for certain policies. Buffered crossbar switch architectures, with a small buffer on every crosspoint in addition to input and output queues, have been studied in [19] for uniform packets and in [18] for packets with variable values, again with constant competitiveness bounds but in the latter case with rather large constants, about 19.95 [18] . The currently best results in this direction were provided by Al-Bawani et al. [2] , who presented a faster 3-competitive algorithm for uniform packets, a 5.83-competitive algorithm for CIOQ switch, and a 14.83-competitive algorithm for a buffered crossbar switch.
Thus, at present competitive analysis is an important tool for studying buffer management policies in various settings, with many different architectures and packet characteristics defining the landscape of the field. However, only in rare cases this research has already produced tight matching bounds on the competitiveness of specific policies. In this work, we go back to the foundational works [1, 15] and one of the first and arguably simplest models, a shared memory switch with uniform packets and push-out, and improve upon the lower bound of √ 2 on the competitiveness of LQD and upon the general lower bound of 4 3 for an arbitrary deterministic online algorithm. After arrivals, the LQD policy pushes out packets shaded in red, equating the queue lengths.
3 Model description
Basic model
Consider a shared memory switch with one input port and N output ports; in [1] , the number of input ports was used to bound the number of incoming packets, but for simplicity we assume here that a single input port can receive arbitrarily many packets on every time slot. Each output port has its own queue of arbitrary size with the constraint that the total size of all queues does not exceed B (shared memory switch with memory size B). Packets are uniform, i.e., they all have the same value and size, and each packet p is labeled with its desired output port i ∈ {1, . . . , N }. A sequence of packets arrives at discrete slotted time. Each time slot consists of two phases:
(1) on the arrival phase of a time slot t, there arrives a set of packets A t ; the buffer management policy is free to accept all or any packets from A t in the buffer and push out any subset of packets from the buffer; we denote the set of packets in the buffer at the beginning of time slot t by B t and after arrival by B t , so B t ⊆ B t ∪ A t and |B t | ≤ B;
(2) on the transmission phase, each output queue Q (i) , i = 1, . . . , N , sends out its head of line packet; since packets are uniform, it does not matter which one to send out, so we treat Q (i) as simply a set of packets or even just a number of packets; thus, after transmission we get
We illustrate the model on Fig. 1 . The figure shows output queues along the vertical axis (N = 3 in this case) and packets along the horizontal axis. We also show the "virtual buffer state" before push-out, when the buffer may be overflowing and has to be cut back to B; pushed out packets are shaded in red. After push-out, LQD has 4 packets in every queue, and each queue transmits one packet, leaving the buffer state as shown on the right. An input instance, or simply instance, is a sequence of arrivals τ : N → {1, . . . , B} N that defines how many packets arrive at which destinations on every time step; an instance has duration T (τ ) if no more packets arrive after time T , i.e., ∀t > T (τ ) τ (t) = (0, . . . , 0). For every instance τ of finite duration and every online algorithm ALG, ALG(τ ) is the total number of packets transmitted by ALG on input τ (over all time, i.e., up until at most time
We denote by OPT the optimal offline algorithm that knows the entire sequence in advance and has infinite computational capacity. The competitive ratio of an algorithm ALG is defined as the ratio of the number of transmitted packets of the optimal algorithm and ALG on the worst possible input instance of finite duration:
If the competitive ratio is infinite, it is usually of interest to find its asymptotics with respect to model parameters, in this case B and N .
Consider an increasing sequence of instances (τ ), where τ n has length n, and the first n time slots of τ n+1 coincide with τ n , i.e., τ 1 ⊆ τ 2 ⊆ . . . ⊆ τ n ⊆ . . . For such a sequence, we call τ = ∪ ∞ n=1 τ n an instance of infinite duration, or infinite instance, and define the competitive ratio of an algorithm ALG as an upper limit of competitive ratios of ALG on τ n as n → ∞:
Note that an infinite instance can use an infinite number of output queues.
The setting and sample operation of the LQD policy are illustrated on Fig 
Explicit construction of the optimal algorithm
In this section, we present an explicit construction for the optimal clairvoyant algorithm for the shared memory switch. This is a new result in itself, and in subsequent sections it will prove to be important for studying competitive ratios of online algorithms, both in theory and in computational experiments. Since packets are uniform, without loss of generality we assume that packets are processed and transmitted in the LIFO order, and they are pushed out in FIFO order, i.e., dropping a packet out of queue i means pushing out the packet that arrived first. Now for every packet we define a time interval during which it can reside in its corresponding queue. To do that, we simply run the buffer management algorithm with unlimited buffer B = ∞. In this case, under the assumptions above there are no decisions to be made (no packets ever need to be pushed out). We denote by [b p , e p ] the time interval that packet p spends in the buffer; note that due to the LIFO processing order it might happen that e p = ∞; we denote ∆ p = e p − b p (also possibly infinite).
Definition 1. A buffer management algorithm is called regular if it satisfies the following conditions:
• it is work-conserving, i.e., each queue always processes and transmits packets when it is non-empty;
• it discards packets only when the buffer overflows.
Lemma 1. For any buffer management algorithm ALG, there exists a regular algorithm ALG that has at least the same number of transmitted packets on every input sequence.
Proof. We change ALG into ALG packet by packet. Let t be the first time slot when ALG becomes non-regular. If ALG has a queue Q (i) that is nonempty on time t and does not transmit, let Q (i) transmit a packet; obviously, this does not increase memory requirements, and the new algorithm can operate exactly like ALG afterwards. If ALG pushed out a packet p when its total occupied memory is less than B, let p stay in the buffer and mark it to be the first one pushed out when the buffer overflows next time; obviously, the new algorithm again operates at least as well as ALG.
Thus, from now on we assume that all algorithms are work-conserving and push packets out only when necessary. This means that a buffer management algorithm in our setting (shared memory switch with uniform packets) is completely defined by the heuristic that chooses a queue to push out from when the buffer overflows. It turns out that the optimal algorithm is now easy to define. Definition 2. When the buffer overflows, the (clairvoyant) algorithm LateQD chooses the queue that contains the packet p with the latest expected transmission moment e p (in particular, packets with e p = ∞ are pushed out first). Proof. Assume the opposite. Suppose there exists an input sequence τ on which LateQD transmits strictly fewer packets than OPT. Consider all algorithms that work optimally on τ , and choose the algorithm ALG for which the first difference with LateQD occurs the latest. By Lemma 1, we can assume that ALG is regular.
Let t 0 be the moment of first difference between LateQD and ALG; note that this means that at t 0 the buffer overflows for both algorithms, and they make different push-out decisions. Consider the algorithm that makes this push-out decision according to LateQD but otherwise makes the same decisions as ALG. Since LateQD chooses the packet with the latest expected transmission moment, the memory required for the new algorithm never exceeds B, and the new algorithm is feasible. Now this algorithm transmits the same number of packets but differs from LateQD later, a contradiction.
The operation of LateQD in comparison with LQD is illustrated on Fig. 3 for the case N = 3, B = 6. Numbers on the packets show the provisional expected transmission moments for incoming packets in LIFO order for an algorithm with infinite memory; clairvoyant LateQD knows these numbers and uses them as packet priorities for push-out. We do not show packet identities here in order not to clutter the picture. Note that after t = 3 LateQD has 3 packets in Q (1) , and these packets will all be transmitted for a total of 6 packets from Q (1) , while LQD transmits only 4 packets from Q (1) . In total, on this input LateQD transmits 1 + 2 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 1 × 5 = 19 packets, and LQD transmits 1 + 2 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 1 × 6 = 17 packets.
Arrivals
LateQD Algorithm with infinite buffer 5 Model extensions
Fractional packets
We begin our extensions to the basic model by considering fractional packets. In this setting, we allow algorithms to drop and store in queues fractions of a packet, thus making memory constraints continuous (but the time is still discrete and slotted and arriving packets are still integer). This means that now an algorithm is allowed, e.g., to push out half a packet from queue 1 and half a packet from queue 2 when the buffer overflows by one packet. This is an important extension specifically for LQD since now it will push out fractions of packets in cases when there are several longest queues. Although this significantly extends the space of algorithms, next we show that the optimal algorithm can be left unchanged.
Theorem 2. If B is integer, in the setting with fractional packets there exists an optimal (clairvoyant) algorithm OPT that does not use fractional packets.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that OPT does not push out already accepted packets.
Fix an input sequence τ . Consider the operation of an arbitrary optimal algorithm that uses the smallest number of fractional packets (out of all optimal algorithms) on input τ . First let us show that at every moment of time there can be at most one fractional packet in the buffer. Assume the opposite and choose the first time slot t when two fractional packets reside in memory at the same time. Let us now increase the fractional packet that will be transmitted earlier (by assumption, they cannot be pushed out) and decrease the one that will be transmitted later so that one of them becomes integer, resolving ties arbitrarily. This operation can leave the rest of the algorithm's operation unchanged because it only decreases the total memory requirements on later time slots and increases on previous time slots only to the effect of rounding it up, which cannot violate an integer total memory constraint B. Moreover, it decreases the total number of fractional packets, which contradicts our assumption. Now at every time moment at most one fractional packet is stored in memory. But since the global memory constraint B is integer, we can round the sizes of all packets up without violating this constraint. Corollary 1. The algorithm LateQD (Definition 2) is also optimal for the setting with fractional packets. (i) . This special form of input instances proves to be sufficient for our constructions of lower bounds. Note that an infinite instance can potentially use an infinite number of queues, but if the intervals [b i , e i ] are finite for every Q (i) it can always be emulated by reusing queues that have become dead more than B time slots ago. Definition 3. We call a queue Q (i) with time interval [b i , e i ] dead at time t if t > e i , dying at time t = e i , and live if t ∈ [b i , e i ); we call [b i , e i ) the live interval for queue Q (i) . Note that before b i a queue is neither live nor dead (the metaphor is that it has not been born yet).
Structure of hard instances
The next step is to introduce the special form of adversarial input sequences that we use to construct hard instances for LQD and general online algorithms. In what follows we only consider infinite instances for which every queue Q (i) has a finite (and possibly empty) time interval [b i , e i ] such that packets arrive to Q (i) only during this interval, and on every t ∈ [b i , e i ] exactly B packets arrive to Q
Proposition 1.
On an infinite instance τ that has the above structure, LateQD transmits the same set of packets as the algorithm ALG that operates as follows:
• after receiving new inputs, if the number of nonempty queues exceeds available memory, ALG takes one packet each from any B queues (and its buffer becomes empty after transmission);
• otherwise, ALG takes one packet each from every live queue and operates equivalently to LQD on all dead and dying queues.
Proof. For the first item, note that the LateQD priority (expected transmission time under infinite memory) is smallest for the first packet in every queue, so all of them will be chosen, up to B in total. The priority of all other packets in a live queue is so large that LateQD does not accept them (B packets with better priorities will arrive at the next time slot), and for dead and dying queues the priorities of all packets increase sequentially, so on dead and dying queues ALG and LateQD operate as LQD. The only difference between ALG and LateQD is in the case when no queue becomes dead on a given time slot: LateQD will accept additional packets into live queues and ALG simply leaves a part of its memory free; however, LateQD will obviously push out these additional packets on the very next time slot, and the overall set of transmitted packets is the same for LateQD and ALG. Proof. Let h = max{w ∈ N | aw + w(w+1) 2
≤ B}, where a is a constant to be defined later. Consider the following instance: at time 0 the queue Q (j) receives j packets for j < h and B packets for h ≤ j ≤ h + a. After that, Q (j) is live (receives B packets) during time interval [max(0, j − h − a), max(−1, j − h))] and does not receive anything else.
Lemma 2. For the LQD algorithm, the queue Q (j) at time moment t contains |Q (j) t | = max(0, h − (t − j)) packets if j ≤ t + h and either h or h + 1 packets if t + h < j ≤ t + h + a.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction. For t = 0 the statement is obvious. Suppose that for t = t 0 − 1 the statement holds, and let us show it for t = t 0 . Indeed, one packet will be transmitted from every queue, queues Q (j) with j < t 0 + h do not receive any more packets, and queues Q (j) with t 0 + h ≤ j ≤ t 0 + h + a receive B packets each, with LQD equalizing live queues and leaving either h or h + 1 packets in each. The queue Q (t 0 +h) will have exactly h packets by the definition of h.
Thus, at every time moment LQD has a + h nonempty queues and thus sends out a + h packets. The operation of LQD is schematically illustrated on Figure 4 . The shaded polygon shows queue occupancy at time moment t: queues from Q (t) to Q (t+h−1) are dead and are slowly depleting, Q (t+h) is dying, and queues from Q (t+h+1) to Q (t+h+a) are live and hold h or h + 1 packets each.
Consider an offline algorithm ALG that never pushes out accepted packets, accepts p = max{w | w(w+1) 2 ≤ B − a} packets from a dying queue (this requires clairvoyancy) and leaves 1 packet in every live queue. Obviously, starting from time moment p ALG transmits a + p packets on every time slot. Note that 2(B − a) − 1 ≤ p ≤ 2(B − a). The operation of ALG is schematically illustrated on Figure 5 . Again, the shaded polygon shows queue occupancy at time t: ALG leaves only one packet in each live queue and tries to hold on to as many packets from dead and dying queues (from
and we can find the ratio lim B→∞ a+p a+h of the number of packets transmitted by ALG and LQD respectively: 
achieves maximum at √ 2 for C = √ 2. It remains to show that we can construct a sequence of tests such that the competitiveness of LQD tends to √ 2 on this sequence. To do that, it suffices to construct a sequence of (a i , B i )
this is obviously possible due to considerations above.
General lower bound on online algorithms
Throughout most of this section, we consider a model with discrete time and integer memory constraint but with fractional packets (Section 5.1). This means that each queue Q (i) , i = 1, . . . , N , is defined by its (possibly fractional) number of packets |Q (i) |, on every transmission phase we update |Q (i) | := max(|Q (i) | − 1, 0), and the buffer size constraint also accounts for fractional packets,
We denote by LQD f the fractional counterpart of LQD defined in exactly the same way. for all i. For this, consider an arbitrary sequence of pairs satisfying the first condition, for each (a i , B i ) find h i = {w | aw + w(w+1) 2 }, and let Proof. Let B, a, and h satisfy B = ah +
. Consider an arbitrary online algorithm ALG. We consider the instance from Theorem 3 and modify it in an adversarial way such that at every time moment, there are exactly a + 1 live queues present, and at every time moment, the shortest live queue of the algorithm ALG dies. Note that the number of packets transmitted by LQD f and by the offline algorithm defined in Theorem 3 does not change due to symmetry, so it suffices to show that ALG sends out no more packets than LQD f .
Lemma 3. For any deterministic online algorithm ALG, for the given adversarial example there exists an online algorithm ALG that transmits the same set of packets but never pushes packets out of dead queues (except possibly at time moment 0).
Proof. Consider a time moment t. Note that since the input instance is fixed, we can simulate the operation of ALG for B steps ahead and find the set of packets from the shortest queue that will be pushed out. Then ALG pushes these packets out at time moment t. By pushing packets out in advance, we only shorten the queue further and do not increase the total memory used. As we only shorten the shortest queue, the input instance can be left unchanged.
Note that if there exists an online algorithm with competitive ratio less than √ 2, then there exists an algorithm that transmits all packets from the first h − 1 queues and has the same competitive ratio on the considered instance.
Lemma 4. For every online algorithm ALG with competitive ratio α > 0, there exists an algorithm that transmits all packets from the first h − 1 queues and has the same competitive ratio on every instance with an infinite number of packets.
Proof. Consider an algorithm ALG that during the first h − 1 steps transmits only packets from the first h − 1 queues, and then on every step accepts the same packets as ALG. Obviously, the number of packets transmitted by ALG and ALG on any input instance differ by at most (h − 1)B, which is a constant that does not influence the competitive ratio.
Thus, by a combination of Lemmas 3 and 4 we can assume that ALG never pushes packets out of dead queues, and the number of packets transmitted from dead queues can be computed as the sum of the sizes of shortest queues on every time step. Note that LQD f always transmits from all live queues, so to establish that ALG transmits no more than LQD f it suffices to prove that it does not transmit more packets from dead queues. Let us restate the problem. Let B be the buffer size, a be the number of live queues, D be the number of packets in dead queues, so M = B − D is an upper bound on the number of packets in live queues, and let B, a, and h be as in Proposition 2, i.e., a ≈ √ 2B. The number M depends on the time step, and initially
(all queues with packets are live in the first time slot). By the assumptions we have accumulated on ALG, the only freedom it has left is to choose how many packets remain in the queue Q ( * ) that becomes dead at the current time slot: we have assumed that ALG does not push out from dead queues. Thus, the decision ALG makes on every time step reduces to choosing a number x ≤ M a (since Q ( * ) is the shortest of a queues with at most M packets in total), adding x to the number of transmitted packets (all packets from dead queues get transmitted), but over the next x time steps reducing M by x − t on each time step t = 1, . . . , x since packets in Q ( * ) now take up space in the buffer. LQD f chooses on every step x = M a ; let us show that this is the optimal choice.
Suppose that ALG has chosen x = y for some y < M a and let us try to replace this choice with x = y + ε, where 0 < ε < 1. After this modification, ALG transmits ε more packets from the current dying queue Q ( * ) , but over the next y + ε − 1 steps the memory bound M decreases by ε. Since M has decreased, this modification may influence other choices ALG makes down the line.
After we have changed y to y + ε, during y + ε − 1 steps we would like to have ε fewer packets in live queues (since our instance has an infinite number of packets we can assume that ALG uses up the entire buffer). Consider some time step t from this time interval. There are two cases. If the shortest live queue in ALG has at least ε a packets, we reduce every queue by ε a packets, the shortest live queue remains shortest, and no further changes are needed.
If, on the other hand, the shortest live queue has z < ε a packets we reduce this queue to zero and remove the other ε − z packets from other queues arbitrarily. To show that this is possible, we estimate the number of packets in dead queues from above: a queue that became dead k time slots ago cannot have more than B a − k − 1 packets, so the total number of packets in dead queues does not exceed as B increases, so this change is favorable for ALG. Later choices of x do not change since choices that might influence M on those steps have not increased it.
By this reasoning, we see that for every 0 ≤ x < ε a it is favorable for the algorithm to choose a larger x, that is, ALG(σ) is an increasing function of x. Now let us consider the choices of x an arbitrary online algorithm makes and replace each choice, one by one, with the maximal possible. For each such change, the number of transmitted packets does not decrease, therefore the number of transmitted packets after all transformations can only increase. On the other hand, the set of choices after all transformations will coincide with the set of choices LQD f makes since LQD f by construction makes the largest possible choice of x. Therefore, LQD f is optimal.
Corollary 2. The competitive ratio of any online algorithm in the basic model with discrete packets is at least √ 2.
Proof. We compared the number of packets transmitted by an arbitrary online algorithm with the number of packets transmitted by the offline algorithm from Theorem 3, which does not use fractional packets. Lemma 5. For the input Φ k , the number of packets transmitted by LQD from dead queue Q (j) is at most one greater than the number of packets transmitted by LQD from dead queue
[e j+1 ,∞) (LQD) + 1.
Proof. The queue Q (j+1) was longest during time slot j + 1, and before that moment queue j was dead for only one time slot.
Sample operation of our algorithms on Φ k for k = 4 and two incoming cycles (8 queues) is shown on Figure 6 . Fig. 6a shows which queues are live at which time slots. Figs. 6b and 6c show the operation of LQD and LateQD on this example: a shaded square means that the algorithm transmits from this queue at this time moment, and the number inside shows how many packets are left after transmission. The total number of transmitted packets in this example (total number of shaded squares on Fig. 6 ) is 31 for LQD and 32 for LateQD.
Reduction to linear programming
The explicit form of hard instances introduced above has made the search for lower bounds amenable to computer simulations. In this section, we prove several properties of the behaviour of online algorithms on this special case of hard instances and turn the search for a lower bound into a linear programming problem. Then we solve these problems in an experimental simulation and obtain a lower bound on the competitiveness of LQD that exceeds √ 2. Moreover, in the same vein we formulate such properties for any deterministic online algorithm and show a general lower bound that exceeds We again consider instances of the form Φ k where queue Q (j) receives packets during the time interval k j−1 k + 1; j . We denote by b t the number of live queues which are not dying at time moment t.
Theorem 5. On an input instance Φ k , denote by a t the number of packets sent from the queue that is dying (becomes dead) on time slot t. Then:
(1) for any algorithm (in particular, LateQD), for every t
(2) for any online algorithm, for every t
(3) for LQD, moreover, a t ≤ a t+1 + 1; (4) the number of transmitted packets is equal to t (a t + b t ) .
Proof. Constraint (1) says that the total number of packets does not exceed the memory size B at any particular timeslot. Constraint (2) results from the fact that live queues are indistinguishable, and an adversary can always choose the queue with the smallest number of packets to become dead, so the number of packets in a live queue for any online algorithm in the worst case is at least the same as the number of packets in a dying queue. Constraint (3) means that for LQD the number of packets in any dead queue cannot exceed the number of packets in a dying queue on any particular timeslot (they are the same). Finally, (4) specifies the objective function for the linear programming problem.
Theorem 5 implies that a solution of the optimization problem with objective function defined in (4) and constraints defined in (1)- (3) is at least the number of packets transmitted by LQD; without (3), transmitted by any online algorithm; without (2), transmitted by any clairvoyant algorithm. In the optimization problem, max can be replaced with an additional variable and two constraints so this is in fact a linear programming problem. Note the adversarial nature of the examples produced under constraints (1)- (2): the solution assumes that an adversary chooses which queue will die based on the algorithm's choices.
Note that for the optimal clairvoyant algorithm the upper bound produced by this optimization problem can be achieved: OPT can simply choose the resulting a t for its operation. For LQD and any online algorithm, the result remains an upper bound, so the ratio of the two solutions yields a lower bound on the competitiveness of LQD and an arbitrary online algorithm, respectively.
Formally, to obtain a solution we need to input an infinite instance Φ k , and even to get a good approximation we need to use a large number of repeating cycles from Φ k , resulting in an infeasible linear programming problem. We circumvent this problem by noting that:
• first, terms in the sum j≤t max (a j − (t − j) + 1, 0) are obviously zero for j < t − B;
• second, all inequalities still hold if we replace a j by the average of the sequence • third, as t growsā t becomes closer and closer toā t−k , so for sufficiently large t elements a t become cyclic up to any predefined constant ;
• thus, we can replace an "unrolled" sequence of several cycles with a cyclic linear programming problem where we assume that a t = a t−k and constrain the problem to k variables; this works for the lower bound on competitiveness because the sequence of indices t contains a subsequence whereā t converge for both LQD and the optimal algorithm; this sequence will yield the bound.
We find a solution for these linear programming problems using the COIN-OR linear solver [32] . Our experiments showed, in particular, that on the Φ k input instance for k = 300 and B = 27272:
• the optimal algorithm can transmit 114546 packets;
• the number of packets transmitted by LQD is at most 79392, giving competitiveness of LQD of at least 1.4427902 (better than √ 2);
• an arbitrary online algorithm can transmit at most 86292 packets, giving a general lower bound on the competitiveness of any online algorithm of 1.32742316.
Note that the general lower bound above is worse even than 4 3 , let alone √ 2 we show in Section 7. This is due to the structure of the hard instances Φ k . The linear programming formalization shown above can also cover the bound in Section 7 if we code in the exact hard instance from Theorem 3 (in fact, linear programming virtually trivializes in this case). We have been able to find instances with intermediate bounds between 4/3 and √ 2 but have not found anything better than √ 2; whether this is possible remains to be seen in future work. The linear programming approach has two advantages over simple empirical evaluation that will yield a better lower bound for LQD in the next section. First, here we are actually estimating the (approximate) competitiveness on an infinite input instance. Second, the linear programming approach allows to obtain general lower bounds for an arbitrary deterministic online algorithm (although in our experiments we have not improved upon known results in this way). As for the final constant for LQD, in the next section we will improve on it, but only because instances that are feasible for linear programming are much smaller than for direct simulation.
Empirical evaluation
In Section 4, we have defined a relatively simple and straightforward construction for a clairvoyant optimal algorithm. Moreover, in Section 5.2 we have introduced a specific form of input instances where we are looking for hard instances. In this section, we show how to find the total number of transmitted packets for the optimal algorithm on an input instance of this form, which makes it possible to run computer simulations in search for a lower bound on the competitiveness ratio of LQD or any other online algorithm.
We have run on Φ k the optimal algorithm LateQD as defined in Proposition 1 and LQD and measured the resulting competitiveness values. Figure 7 shows the plot of the competitiveness for several different values of k. A reasonable value of B grows approximately as k 2 because we would like the sizes of nonempty queues to have the same order as their number, which on Φ k is always of the order of k; therefore, we show the results as a function of k 2 /B. We see that for instances Φ k , the resulting competitiveness approaches a concave function with a single maximum. The value of k 2 /B for maximum competitiveness grows with k but throughout our simulations has always remained in the interval [3, 4] ; finding how this maximum depends on k remains an interesting open problem for future study. The largest competitiveness value we have achieved in this experiment is > 1.44546086 for k = 300000 and k 2 /B = 3.6, i.e., B = 2.5 · 10 10 . Note that this result is not just a suggestive experiment but also constitutes a proof of the lower bound since it corresponds to a specific hard example. Figure 8 reflects important properties of the considered algorithms. It shows the plots of number of packets accepted from a given queue at the time slot when it becomes dead, for three cycles of Φ k for k = 30000. It shows three different plots: number of such packets for LateQD (the virtually horizontal green line), for LQD (the red line with a large maximum at the end of a cycle), and for LQD estimated with the bound from Lemma 5 (the blue line). The latter reflects the number of packets transmitted from each queue after it became dead (up to ±1 due to rounding); that is, the blue line always remains below the red line. The LQD plot grows so much because the size of each dying queue is the ratio of the amount of free memory (equal to the number of nonempty queues, which is of the order k) to the number of live queues, which decreases to 1 at the end of an input cycle. Bottom points of the red and blue lines correspond to beginnings of a new cycle; all queues that at the end of a cycle have the estimate from Lemma 5 less than the number of accepted packets will have a size equal to this minimum up to rounding. The breaking point of the blue line happens after the number of steps equal to this minimum; it occurs because all such queues end at the same time for LQD. On the last cycle of the input instance, the bound from Lemma 5 becomes trivial, and blue and red lines coincide. The plot of packets sent by LateQD from a dead queue is not shown because it almost exactly coincides with the green line; on Φ k , LateQD can only drop packets from dead queues at the beginning of a new cycle, and no more than k packets from each.
We have made the source code for reproducing our experiments freely available on GitLab [7] .
Conclusion
In this work, we have presented new results on the competitiveness of LQD and general online algorithms for the case of a shared memory switch with uniform packets, a longstanding open problem posed in [1, 14, 15] . Our results are based on an explicit construction of the optimal clairvoyant algorithm, LateQD, and a generalized construction of a series of hard instances. With these constructions, we have proved a new general lower bound, have reduced finding the number of processed packets for online algorithms, including LateQD and LQD, to solving linear programming problems, and also have been able to implement the algorithms efficiently enough to test the introduced hard instances numerically. With these new techniques, we have been able to show a number of new lower bounds on competitiveness values:
• a general lower bound of √ 2 for any deterministic online algorithm;
• with linear programming, we have shown that LQD is at least 1.4427902-competitive (and the general lower bound of √ 2 for every online algorithm can also be obtained by linear programming);
• in numerical experiments, we have found that LQD is at least 1.44546086-competitive.
These results improve upon the previously known lower bound of √ 2 for LQD and a general lower bound of 4/3 [1, 15] . We hope that our approach can lead to even stronger results in further research.
